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SmartForms are customized web forms that you can create to automate 
gathering of feature requests from your customers and internal teams 
(such as Sales and Support). These requests are automatically converted 
into requirements in your Accompa account to save you valuable time.

We have written this Quick-Start Guide to give you an introduction to using 
SmartForms in Accompa to perform 3 key actions.
1. Create a New SmartForm
2. Edit a SmartForm
3. Launch & Use a SmartForm to Gather Feature Requests

I. Create a New SmartForm
To add a new SmartForm, first click the “AutoCapture” tab at the top—as 
shown in Figure 1.a below. Then click one of the “Add SmartForm” links 
shown in Figure 1.a below.

Figure 1.a – “AutoCapture” Tab & “Add SmartForm” Links

This will take you to “Add SmartForm” page—where simply complete the 
required fields, and click the ‘Save’ button when you’re done. It is that 
easy!

Tips & Example for Completing ‘Add SmartForm’ Page:
Here are some tips for completing the ‘Add SmartForm’ page, including an 
example.

Let us say you wanted to create a SmartForm to gather feature requests 
for one of your products called WonderWidget from your customers—
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and automatically convert these requests into “Requirements” in your 
Accompa system.

Let us also assume that you wanted the customer to enter a brief Title 
for their feature request, as well as a detailed Description. In addition, 
you wanted to ask the customer to optionally enter his/her contact info 
(Name and Email), as well as attach a file/image. Further let us assume 
that WonderWidget is one of four products that you’re managing using 
Accompa.

Here is an example of how you’d complete the fields in “Add SmartForm” 
page in Accompa to achieve the above goals:

Field Entry
(1) Enter Basic Information

Web Address (URL) wonderwidget
Data to Gather Requirements
Form Title Feature Request for WonderWidget
Form Instructions Welcome! Please use this form to let us 

know what features and enhancements 
you’d like us to make.

Attachments Allow
(2) Define Fields

Please note that you’ve pre-set “Products” field to “WonderWidgets” 
via Hidden Fields section to save a step for users who complete your 
SmartForm. Whenever a user submits this SmartForm—the “Product” field 
of the submission will be automatically set to “WonderWidget.”
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Tip 1.1:
You may also use Hidden Fields section to set “Status” field of 
requirements that are automatically created when a user submits this 
SmartForm to something like “SmartForm Submission Pending Review.” 
Then, you can create a SmartView using this as Filter Criteria (Status = 
SmartForm Submission Pending Review)—and use this SmartView to 
display all requirements created via SmartForm submission for further 
review by your product managers, et al.

Click ‘Save’ button after completing the fields in “New SmartForm” page 
as shown above. In the resulting page, click “preview” link to preview your 
SmartForm.

Figure 1.b – “Preview SmartForm” Link 

Please note that your users will not be able to access this SmartForm via its 
“Web Address” of http://wonderwidgets.featureidea.com until you set its 
“Status” to “Launched” as explained in section-3 of this Quick-Start Guide.

II. Edit a SmartForm 

To edit SmartForms that are already in your Accompa system, click on the 
“AutoCapture” tab at the top—as shown in Figure 1.a in page 2. 
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The resulting page will show a table of your SmartForms as shown in Figure 
2.a below. 

Figure 2.a – “Edit SmartForm” Link 

In this table, click ‘edit’ link next to the desired SmartForm. In the page 
that opens edit the SmartForm as necessary and click ‘Save’ button. Then 
‘preview’ the SmartForm as shown in Figure 1.b in page 4. Repeat this 
process until you’re satisfied with the SmartForm and are ready to launch it 
to the world!

III. Launch & Use a SmartForm to Gather Feature Requests 

Once you’re ready to launch a SmartForm—click ‘edit’ link as shown in 
Figure 2.a in page 5, then change “Status” field to “Launched” and click 
‘Save’ button. In the resulting page, you should see a table as shown below 
in Figure 3.a.

Figure 3.a – SmartForm After Launch 
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As shown in Figure 3.a, the “Status” will be shown as “Launched.” You 
can click the link in the “Web Address (URL)” field, as shown in Figure 3.a 
above, to see a live version of the SmartForm. 

Voila - that is all there is to it!

You can now promote this “Web Address (URL)” ( http://wonderwidgets.
featureidea.com in the example above) to your customers to encourage 
them to give you direct feedback on product features. Some ways to 
promote this “Web Address (URL)” include: 

• Display it on your website.
 ▪ Likely pages include: ‘Contact’ or ‘Support’ pages, Forums, etc.

• Include it in your email signatures.
• Make it a part of your datasheet or brochures.
• If your product is a software or website, include it within your 

product itself.
• Other creative ways to promote it...

When users visit this “Web Address (URL)” and submit the SmartForm, a 
requirement will be automatically created in your Accompa system - using: 

1. The data the user entered on the SmartForm, and 
2. The data you’ve pre-set under the “Hidden Fields” section of the 

SmartForm, as explained in section 1 above. 

You can create a SmartView as explained in Tip-1.1 in page 4 to display 
all requirements created via such SmartForm submissions. Your product 
managers (or other personnel) can then review this SmartView periodically 
and process the requirements appropriately.

Tip-3.1: 
You can create unlimited number of SmartForms in your Accompa system. 
Think of creative ways to mix and match “Hidden Fields” and “Visible 
Fields” to set up different SmartForms for customers, internal stakeholders, 
etc.
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We hope that you found this Quick-Start Guide useful in learning how to 
perform these 3 key actions in Accompa: 

1. Add a new SmartForm 
2. Edit a SmartForm 
3. Launch & use a SmartForm to gather feature requests 

We’ve designed Accompa to be intuitive and hope that you will find it easy 
to learn and use. 

If you have any questions or comments, please let us know at support@
accompa.com. 

We thank you for being our customer! 

mailto:support@accompa.com
mailto:support@accompa.com
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About Accompa
More than 100 companies of all sizes (from 
Fortune-500s to startups) use Accompa to 
gather, track, and manage requirements while 
saving time & increasing productivity. Accompa 
is 100% cloud-based and is easy to deploy and 
use. Now you can achieve powerful real-time 
collaboration across your internal teams, as well 
as with your customers. Get started — see links 
below...

Our mission: To help you build more successful 
products more efficiently by enabling you 
to continuously improve every part of your 
requirements management process.

Get Started Now:
View Product Tour
Get FREE Trial
Request Personal Demo
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